[Breast conserving surgery --7 years of experience].
The breast cancer treatment is based nowadays on a new surgical option: breast-conserving surgery, which is reliable at least for the first and second stage of cancer, with radical intention, obviously. We have started to practice the breast-conserving surgery in our surgical clinic (at CFR Hospital, from Craiova) for 7 years; until now we have performed 159 breast-conserving operation and, as results, we have recorded 3 local recurrences (2.12%) and 1 death due to cancer evolution. Our protocol includes removal of the primary tumor with enough surrounding tissue to ensure negative margins of resectable specimen, associated with total axillary lymph-node dissection and postoperative breast irradiation. Our oncologist on different postoperative conditions indicated the chemotherapy: tumor size, axillary lymph node involvement, patient age, etc. The purpose of this paper is to emphasize our unassuming experience but especially to draw attention on important results, obtained by long-term monitoring the patient who underwent breast-conserving surgery, in a two prospective protocols, which demonstrate the importance and applicability of breast-conserving therapy. The conclusion of this study is that breast-conserving surgery followed by breast irradiation is reliable, as the results are similar with the radical mastectomies; the main objective is to obtain a good cosmetic result, which depends on tumor size/size of the breast ratio.